
 

 
2019 NCAA DIVISION I WOMEN’S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 

Second Round ∙ South Carolina vs. Florida State 
Halton Arena ∙ Charlotte 

Practice Day Quotes – March 23, 2019 
 
PRACTICE DAY QUOTES – FLORIDA STATE 
 
Sue Semrau, Head Coach: 
Opening Statement… 
"Once again, I'd like to thank the people at UNC Charlotte for just the hospitality. It's really been 
tremendous. I know South Carolina is extremely grateful, as well, but we just wanted to thank them 
for that. 
 
"We're excited about the matchup. We're excited about the chance to play in the second round of the 
tournament. South Carolina poses a lot of different challenges. They're an excellent team; they're 
very well coached. We're looking forward to the challenge." 
 
Sue Semrau, Head Coach: 
On any concerns about South Carolina… 
“Their transition game, they are so fast. Ty (Tyasha) Harris is such a special guard. She can see the 
floor and she can score. She has great players around her. South Carolina’s inside game every time 
we have played South Carolina has locked in getting the post great touches. It poses a problem. 
(South Carolina head coach) Dawn (Staley) does a great job of getting the ball inside.” 
 
Sue Semrau, Head Coach: 
On memories of past NCAA Tournament games against South Carolina… 
“That was different teams and different times. That is what it is all about, it doesn’t matter who you 
play, it is the second round of the NCAA Tournament. You’ve got two teams that are excited about 
the opportunity to advance in the NCAA Tournament. Two teams with great challenges in front of 
them.” 
 
“Both Dawn and I are still coaching the teams and the culture and the styles are similar. The last 
time we played them we had five seniors in the starting lineup, which is not the case now. They had 
the National Player of the Year in A’ja Wilson and she was tremendous and they complemented her 
with veteran guards. They had a veteran team as well. We are both younger. They are deeper than 
we our obviously with our small bench. Again, just throw of the ball and see who can get to work.” 
 
Sue Semrau, Head Coach: 
On South Carolina’s defensive pressure… 
“I love defense. They do a tremendous job of pressuring the ball. They have great athletes and are 
well-coached. I am excited about the matchup.” 
 
 
 



 

Savannah Wilkinson, Sophomore Guard: 
On recent history with South Carolina… 
“I think playing with teammates last year who had played against South Carolina, they had spoken 
about it as we went into the first and second rounds last year, just saying how they’re a challenging 
team and it was nice to face them when they were in their prime and now that we get the challenge 
as we’re also building. We’ve got a young squad and we’re looking forward to the challenge. Third 
time’s a charm so we’ll see what we can do.” 
 
Savannah Wilkinson, Sophomore Guard: 
On facing a productive South Carolina team… 
“Yeah, they definitely have a lot of challenges that they can score from all positions on the floor so 
defensively we’re looking to make sure that our matchups are well, we know what each player has: 
their strengths or what each player can do best. So yeah I think just preparing for that today and 
tomorrow, just being ready and making sure we know our scout.” 
 
Savannah Wilkinson, Sophomore Guard: 
On playing a tough game against Bucknell before facing battle-tested South Carolina… 
“Yeah, we spoke about that before we came over here. We were just telling eachother our stories, 
the juniors sharing their two years and me sharing my freshman year last year, and just saying that 
you’ve just got to take the opportunity. Like Morgan (Jones) said, it’s winner takes all, a one-and-
done type of game, so I think just making sure we live in the moment. The freshmen are definitely 
doing that and they’re enjoying the experience and we’re enjoying it with them.” 
 
Savannah Wilkinson, Sophomore Guard: 
On any concerns going into the South Carolina game… 
“Yeah, their transition offense is very good so we have to lock in on that. Like we’ve said, they’ve got 
power from all areas of the floor so just knowing our scout.” 
 
Morgan Jones, Freshman Guard: 
On the young team coming together and being one win away from the Sweet 16… 
“It’s been really fun for me. I think us coming in as freshmen, just being expected to do everything 
right away, has helped us grow a lot and you can tell from how much we’ve grown from the 
beginning of the season until now. It’s just been a great experience for the captains and everybody 
just having our back, helping us to grow up, and you can see how much we’ve learned over the 
season.” 
 
Morgan Jones, Freshman Guard: 
On experiencing the NCAA Tournament as a freshman… 
“Well it’s a lot more pressure because it’s one game and winner takes all so it was a rush of 
excitement for me and to be in my first tournament game and, I don’t know. It’s just an amazing 
feeling, I can’t really describe it.” 
 
Morgan Jones, Freshman Guard: 
On any concerns going into the South Carolina game… 
“Well they’re a very physical team so we just have to be ready for that, just locking up the post 
players and stopping them in transition.” 


